The Astronauts – singles

Piano and organ on both sides, sounds like Leon.

The Astronauts 1963-65:
Richard Otis Fifield, vocal/guitar – Dennis Lindsey, guitar – Bob Demmon, guitar – Stormy Patterson, bass – Jim Gallagher, drums

The Astronauts LP “Travelin’ Men”

The Astronauts – singles

Promotional copy

0638 Astronauts
Go Fight for Her/
Swim Little Mermaid
RCA 47-8364 (US) 4.1964

Piano and organ on both sides, sounds like Leon.

The Astronauts 1963-65:
Richard Otis Fifield, vocal/guitar – Dennis Lindsey, guitar – Bob Demmon, guitar – Stormy Patterson, bass – Jim Gallagher, drums

The Astronauts LP “Travelin’ Men”

Promotional copy

0408 Astronauts
Better Things /I Know You, Rider
RCA Victor 47-9109 19-5-1967

No piano

The Astronauts 1967:
Richard Otis Fifield: vocal/guitar - Mark Bretz, guitar - Bob Demmon, bass - Jim Gallagher, drums